
 
 

 

Introduction  



 

HCI/UI/UX design is something that potential game designers should be aware of and understand 

fully.  I intend to broaden my perspective of HCI, so that I acknowledge the importance of a good UI 

and UX design, not just within games but in all aspects of digital design.  This brief focuses on the 

comprehension of HCI/UI/UX design and my personal development within this field. 

 

I will also research Advanced HCI systems and devices for this subject, as well as important features 

such as accessibility to take a more advanced approach.  I will also research how to be more creative 

with my HCI design, as well as research into the UI developer job role to see how sought after they 

are in the industry, as well as other job features. 

 

Planning and Preproduction 

 

 
A gantt chart was made to aid me in my time management for this module.  I broke down the brief 

into separate components which I can then follow on a weekly basis. 

Resources I will need are Unreal Engine 4 to develop my HCI system, Adobe Photoshop to produce 

Wireframes, mood boards and other design features, and online tutorials on youtube and other 



blogs to help me with my development.  For secondary reasaearch I will also look at books, blogs and 

other external sources. 

 

 
 

Advanced HCI 

 

Human-Computer Interaction, or HCI, is an integrated field of research that is specific to the design 

of digital features and our interactions with technology.   When the Apple Macintosh, IBM PC 5150, 

and Commodore were first being used in professional contexts and for personal usage in the 1980s, 

the study now known as HCI was created.  However, as new technologies such as the internet and 

mobile phones advanced at a rapid pace, computing and creating HCI became less necessary for 

desktops and more crucial for applications and smartphones, as technology progressed.  

Game developers need particular skills when working in the field of HCI.  These skills include 

acknowledging the different ways users can interact within an advanced HCI system.  For example, 

VR devices like the Oculus Rift and Xbox Kinect are what are considered advanced as they are 3D-

based systems. It is important to investigate the experiences the user will have when using these 

advanced HCI systems, to ensure a great user response. Another skill game developers need to work 

in the field of advanced HCI is the ability to be experimental in order to solve problems.  Many issues 



may arise when working in this field and it is important for game developers to be efficient with 

solving issues, especially issues and bad experiences users may have with the system for a multitude 

of reasons.  These reasons can be due to the HCI being too complicated, badly designed or 

inaccessible to those who need certain features. 

Advanced HCI systems I would like to access at the college would be the mocap studio, however, we 

have yet to be able to access this system.  The studio works by capturing the movement of a person 

or an object and then sending it directly to a computer.  The movements can then be applied to a 3D 

computer-generated model. Motion capture studios are used in all types of media including games, 

movies, and television.  A great example of motion capture technology would be the film Avatar, 

which tracked reflective dots on the actors’ suits and faces (Avatar Scenes Without CGI, 2022).  This 

movement was then captured and transferred onto the Na’vi’s computer-generated bodies. 

(Avatar Scenes Without CGI, 2022) 

Emerging and constantly developing HCI systems are important to research to add to my knowledge.  

An example I found interesting is the Dexmo Exoskeleton which was launched in 2013 by Dexta 

Robotics. The exoskeleton enables users to feel the size, form, and solidity of objects in virtual reality 

(GetSmarter Blog, 2022).  It is designed as a robotic hand that attaches over the user’s hand and 

uses instant force feedback to simulate these physical feelings (GetSmarter Blog, 2022).  Force 

feedback means the hand itself can retract the user’s fingers from inside a glove, to fit the size of the 

object in the virtual world.  It also dynamically adjusts the force of the retracted or constricted 

fingers, to simulate the solidity of the object.  This product will be available in the near future to 

improve the realism within VR system (GetSmarter Blog, 2022).  



(GetSmarter Blog, 2022) 

Another example of an HCI system that is groundbreaking is the flexible smartphone also known as 

the Galaxy Z Fold.  Developed by Samsung, they declared that they had broken the laws of physics by 

creating this phone (Kumar, 2022).  The developers used flexible glass in order to fold the phone 

open into a 7-inch display.  Though this technology does work, it received a lot of heavy criticism for 

the very low durability of the product.  The tensile strength of the glass is not strong, especially the 

thin glass used in the Galaxy Fold (Kumar, 2022).  Unfortunately for Samsung, the chemical bonds in 

the glass are easily broken, and the scratches obtained on the phone caused a lot more damage than 

they would on other smartphones.  In regards to the future of this advanced HCI technology, a 

materials scientist who studies unconventional types of glass, Erkka Frankberg, has said that she is in 

the early stages of creating a similar type of glass that can bend without breaking or fracturing 

(Kumar, 2022). 



(Kumar, 2022) 

UX & UI 

 

User experience design is referred to as UX design, whereas user interface design is referred to as UI 

design. All interactions between a potential or active consumer and a firm are covered by UX Design 

(Duckmanton, 2022).  This is highly focused on creating a positive user experience on the website, 

application, or any other area that may impact the user's experience. The visual features of the 

programme and interactive interface pieces, such as typeface, buttons, menu structures, colour 

combination, and iconography, are all considered in the user interface design (Duckmanton, 2022).  

By ensuring that the design is uniform and aesthetically striking, the UI should be basic enough to 

lead the user so that they do not become confused. 

 

I looked into how sought after UX and UI designers are, and how much their pay is per annum.  

These jobs are highly sought after according to Glassdoor, and pay a great amount. 



 





(Glassdoor, 2022) 

There is a lot of want for UX and UI designers which is a great piece of knowledge to have, and 

pushes me to do well in this project as it is a possible job field for me to look into in the future.  

 

(Duckmanton, 2022) 

 

Typography 

 

I have a lot of experience and knowledge in the field of typography due to my Level 3 extended 

diploma in graphic design.  This is a field I have studied extensively and know a lot about. The art of 

creating and organising type is known as typography. Typographers use a variety of fonts, spacing, 

widths, and contrast to make the text more readable, orderly, and engaging to read (Green, 2021).  

Typography is important in graphic design, and many designers are enthusiastic about it or have 

strong convictions about it. As a result, it's a major topic in the design field.  Every day, we are 

surrounded by letters and text in virtually everything we do. Typographers have to think about how 

the letters, words, and sentences would appear in order for us to understand it or experience a 

particular feeling when we look at the text (Green, 2021).  This is extremely important for any type 

of media, however, I will be investigating the different typefaces used in game design. 



(Kirilov, 2022) 

 

 Serif Typefaces 

 

There are several sorts of fonts, each with its own categorization and sub-classification, one 

of the most popular beings known as a 'serif' typeface.  Serif fonts are the more classic 

looking typefaces. A small line or finishing stroke at the end of letter strokes and stems 

distinguish them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sans-Serif Typefaces 

 

Sans-serif fonts do not have additional strokes (sans translating to 'without' in Latin).  This 

font type is frequently used in digital writing because of its clean, contemporary appearance.  

Sans-Serif typefaces became prominent in the nineteenth century, and as a result, they are 

considered modern (Kirilov, 2022). 

 

 

 

 

 

Kerning 

 

Kerning is the process of adjusting the space between letters.  Because the default kerning 

of a font isn't always appropriate for particular letter combinations, typographers have to 

manually modify the kerning of the letters so that the spacing between all the letters is 

constant (Kirilov, 2022).  Letters would not appear correctly separated if a word's letters had 

equal spacing. This is because, like jigsaw pieces, characters in the text have unique forms 

and must go together in a way that works best for each pair of letters. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ligatures 

 

Ligatures are created when sections of a character's body collide or appear too tight 

together. Depending on how evident the conflict is, this might be for utilitarian or aesthetic 

reasons. The majority of the time, this is only an issue with serif fonts, however, sans-serifs 

may require ligatures as well (Kirilov, 2022). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operating systems such as iOS and Android both offer default system fonts that support a variety of 

weights, boldness, styles, and different languages, allowing the software developers to create 

pleasant and attractive reading interactions across all apps.  (Sapio, 2021) 

 



(Pinterest, 2021) 

 

To conclude, typography is an extremely important factor for a multitude of reasons when designing 

UI.  The font must be clear, pleasing to the eye as well as fitting to the theme of the HCI system.  I 

will take all of the features I have researched on typography and use them moving forward into my 

project. 

 

Accessible Typefaces 

 

The typefaces I will be choosing for my HCI can either have a positive or negative impact on the user. 

Some fonts are more accessible than others, as the baselines, style and readability can severely 

affect those with a learning disability, for example, dyslexia. 

 

1.5 million people in the United Kingdom have a learning disability, as well as a paramount number 

of people having dyslexia, estimated to be 15% of the population (Accessible Fonts Guide, 2022). 

 

The most accessible fonts according to Accessible Fonts Guide (2022) are Arial, Calibri, Helvetica, 

Tahoma, Verdana and Century Gothic. All of these fonts are sans serif typefaces due to the serifs 

affecting the way the human brain sees the shape of the letter.  There are typefaces specifically 

created for those who have dyslexia, named Dyslexie and Open Dyslexic (Accessible Fonts Guide, 

2022).  Of these two fonts, the baseline of the letter is a lot thicker than the top of the letter.  This is 

great for those who mix up letters that look similar. 



(Epstein, 2022) 

 

When developing my HCI I will take this research into account so I can achieve maximum 

accessibility, using the typefaces discussed or possibly having a setting in which the typeface can be 

changed. 

 

Accessible Colours 

 

Previously, certain computer games have indeed been designed with colorblind usability in mind, 

while others were not as accommodating to certain color-vision problems (Hardin, 2022). Some 

forthcoming titles have made mention of colorblind accessibility and how the designers intend to 

include it.  Though,  Among these advancements, ensuring that these games are actually accessible 

to colorblind gamers is another story. 

 

Filters aren't always the ideal way to make content more playable for colourblind people. The filter 

pulls colours out from the troublesome hue scale and packs them elsewhere in the colour wheel 

(Hardin, 2022). The game appears strange and artificial when all of the colours that are discernible to 

persons with colourblindness are changed.  Instead, developers can assist the player in 

differentiating between important game data and non-essential details (Hardin, 2022). Colours 

should be perceived in games in the same way that they are perceived in the physical world.  

Important information would be the enemy names against friendly names, and the health bar 

against the background. 

 

Accessible UI 

 

Accessibility is important in UI because it commercialised technology, making it accessible to 

everyone, from those with physical limitations to those who aren't knowledgeable when it comes to 

computers or other technology.  The necessity for accessibility became increasingly apparent once 

Coronavirus began to spread around the world. Many individuals tried to make sense of the digital 

world as being in quarantine compelled the general population to turn to technology to work, learn, 

and maintain a degree of normalcy in our everyday lives. 

 

Taking accessibility into consideration for any type of product (digital or non-digital) means 

enhancing its usability so that anybody may use it easily and without significant issues,  focusing on 

every type of user and trying to deliver a consistent user experience to all that use the product. 



 

UI accessibility is a challenging issue that necessitates designers to go outside the usual boundaries 

in order to accommodate a wide range of users. I must examine the three major principles of UI 

accessibility in order for my journey throughout this module to be successful. 

 

 Contrast and Colour 

 

Colour and contrast are a fine place to begin when considering UI accessibility. By using 

specific design choices with contrast and colour, my interface will stand out to those who 

are colourblind or who have impaired vision. In reality, when colour and contrast are used 

correctly, they indicate the ideal method for consumers to approach the product, 

highlighting particular aspects and even guiding the user in the direction of a suggested 

navigation path. 

 

To create the desired effect, I'll need to pick colours that contrast effectively and leave 

enough whitespace to accentuate the differences between the foreground and background 

spaces. To emphasise the most essential components, I can utilise the most dramatic colour 

contrasts. 

 

Within the operating system Windows, high contrast is an accessibility option that improves 

text legibility and readability (Microsoft Edge Team, 2021). The user can choose theme 

colours for a limited number of semantic elements using this functionality. 

 

 
(Microsoft Edge Team, 2021) 

 

This feature may then be used to simplify user interfaces and app display while maintaining 

the user's desired contrast ratio. The term "high contrast" is essentially misleading because 

users may customise their template colours to their liking, incorporating designs with 

reduced contrast levels too. 

 

There are a variety of reasons why someone would want to alter the contrast on not just 

Windows but on any display.  A few of the reasons would be to see things on the monitor 

more clearly; to minimise visuals so the focus on the screen is more narrow, possibly 

enabling the user to work more effectively; to relieve visual fatigue, headaches, those who 



are sensitive to light; or merely because they like a specific colour scheme on their operating 

system. 

 

UI Scaling 

 

Users may access my UI through displays of various sizes and resolutions, therefore I'll make 

sure my UI can be scalable.  I can provide consumers with the option of reorganising the user 

interface to best suit their needs, as well as rearranging buttons to be easier for the user.  

This will provide more accessibility for those hard of vision, or with reading barriers such as 

dyslexia. 

 

At the forefront of my UI design, I have to inform the users about their adjustability 

alternatives. This has two implications. First and foremost, make sure that consumers are 

aware of such functions as soon as they use my advanced HCI system, and not hide 

accessibility choices deep under a sub-menu; as I am striving for an accessible UI, anything 

that can make it more accessible for consumers must be easy to access. 

 

Windows also offer a feature in which the UI can be scaled.  On a screen, larger lettering 

makes texts simpler to see. However, if all of the icons and interface components are small, 

bigger letters alone will not make a device easier to operate (Wolber, 2021). Display 

scalability enlarges the size of all UI features on the screen, making apps simpler to use for 

those with vision impairments. 

 

 (Wolber, 

2021) 

 

 

 

 

Accessible UI in Video Games 

 

Some people within the visual impairment community struggle to play games as their visual field is 

sometimes limited; seeing numerous HUD objects on the screen at the same time might be 



challenging.   These are HUD features such as mini maps, health and stamina gauges, mission diaries, 

text conversation, item pickups, and more.  These elements of the game can be crucial to effective 

gaming, but they typically lack auditory guidance which adds difficulty for those with vision 

deficiency. These features are usually rather tiny on the screen as well. Larger markers and 

instructions, as well as other modest changes, would make certain parts of the game more 

accessible to those with visual impairments. 

 

Here is the HUD of Fortnite; an online video game released in 2017 by Epic Games.  Fortnite has an 

average score of 82% on Metacritic as well as 350 million users as of 2021 (Metacritic, 2021). 

 

(Saifi, 2021) 

 

Some gamers who play Fortnite with vision impairment have explained how bad the UI is for them, 

explaining how their depth of field cannot see the health bar, stamina bar, or read the numbers on 

the materials (Saylor, 2021).  If the UI was scaleable, as well as the text, the problem would be 

greatly reduced.  Here is an example of what someone with albinism sees when playing Fortnite, 1-

2ft away from the screen. 



 
(Saylor, 2021) 

 

The numbers are unclear, and the minimap is slightly readable.  The letters are still clear on the item 

pickups however the materials are hard to make out.  Here is what the player sees when 5-6ft away 

from the screen. 

 

 
(Saylor, 2021) 

 

As you can see, this UI design is extremely poor for those with vision deficiency.  The numbers and 

minimap are completely unreadable.  It’s near impossible to see the number of materials left.  I will 

greatly take this into consideration when designing my UI system as I want to avoid any 

discrimination with my design, whilst still making it appear attractive to the player. 

 



An example of a great accessible UI is in the game World of Warcraft. For some reason, even though 

the game is highly rated with a score of 93% on Metacritic, the trend for their standards of 

accessibility did not carry into the UI design world.   

 

(Wowhead, 2021) 

 

As shown in the above image, the game has clear support for those who suffer from colour 

blindness, easily found in the accessibility tab in the interface menu.  They support the three 

different types of colour blindness with colour filters and also allow full control of the colours of the 

different types of NPCs which is incredible. 

 

 
(Grace, 2021) 

 



World of Warcraft also offers full scalability of the UI, which is another fantastic feature (Grace, 

2021).  This makes the spell bar, items in the backpack and pickups large on the screen so that they 

can be easily recognised.  The text bar also offers full control over the fonts used, as well as the size 

of the font which is great for those not only with vision impairments but also those who struggle to 

read.  Scalable UI and colourblind filters are something I want to offer in my UI designs for the 

future, as I believe it to be what should be the first thought when designing a UI. 

 

 

COD: Ghosts 

 

There are significant colour variances when colorblind mode is deactivated (left) versus activated 

(right) (right). While colorblind mode is selected, the browns and shades of red turn pinkish. A few of 

the landscapes in the game might be more difficult to play since reds and greens blend so well 

(Hardin, 2022). As a result, colorblind mode includes a touch of red to assist gamers in distinguishing 

between the two. 

 

(Hardin, 2022) 

 

 

Video Game UI: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 

 

When conducting research on UI, it is also important to look into pre-existing games which have 

good and bad UI designs so that I can learn from the mistakes and successes of other developers.  It 

is important to acknowledge the current standard of UI in current games, as well as very popular 

games to see which UI systems are highly praised and why.  Also, looking into poorly received UIs 

and why they failed to have a great UX. 

 

 Oblivion 

 

An example of a badly executed UI design is Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion, by Bethesda Game 

Studios.   



 

The UI design is awful in Oblivion. This is due to the fact that the scale is totally unnecessary, 

there is a big waste of space and the controls are nonsensical.  A lot of important 

information such as the inventory within the game uses 21.7% of the screen size, set to a 

resolution of 1920x1080.  Most games with a good UI design will show a lot more than 

Oblivion’s six items in an inventory at one given time.  This can quickly become a problem 

when the player gathers a lot of items and has to scroll through a linear list of six items at a 

time.  It can quickly become confusing and important items such as health potions and 

stamina boosters can very easily become lost.  The list is also not organised alphabetically 

nor by category, to add to the confusion.   

 

Another feature of Oblivion’s UI which is poorly thought through is how there are no 

hotkeys.  Most games have hotkeys in order to bring up maps, player status and more.   Even 

when selling items to NPCs, a number cannot be typed to quantify the items, instead, a 

slider function is put in place which then is followed by a click event to confirm the sale.  This 

bodes poorly for the UI and UX, as it is notoriously infuriating to players.  For the future 

development of my UI, these are big problems I intend to avoid. 

 

There were a few UI issues for those who are colour blind.  Those suffering from red/green 

colourblindness could not tell when they were stealing an item in the game.  The colours 

should’ve been changed by the developers or there should have been a colourblind filter 

within the game. 



 
 

 

Cuphead 

 

An example of a great UI that I discussed previously when developing my interactive menu 

system is the game Cuphead.  The game has a great design in all aspects and did not fault in 

the UI and menu design either.  The UI is extremely easy to navigate and even comes with a 

fleeting tutorial as to how to use the inventory.   The actual appearance of the UI is also 

visually appealing and does not appear out of place. 



(Chandler, 2021) 

 

The UI design also allows the user to simply change the controls as some combinations such 

as jumping and dashing actions may be difficult for some to achieve.  In the inventory itself, 

the descriptions of the items are also extremely condensed to avoid confusion.  I particularly 

love the design of the UI within the in-game shop.   

(Chandler, 2021) 

 

This is because the items are portrayed as 2D bottles on the shop counter, which emit a 

small white outline when selected.  The item's description itself is also short, displayed in a 

large font that is easy to see.  It is very obvious when an item has been purchased, as the 2D 

bottle is animated so that it explodes on purchase and is replaced with a new design.  

Following this, the first time the player decides to exit the shopping menu, a very well 

designed tip is given so that the player knows how to equip the item in which they have 

purchased.  The user cannot skip the tip page without successfully equipping the item.  This 

is a great UI design choice as it is short, concise, yet extremely helpful and clear.  Being very 

easy to understand and simple whilst still appearing as a nice immersive design is a great 

thing to accomplish and is something I intend to include in my advanced UI design.   



That being said, the colourblind gaming community had some issues with Cuphead. The 

players which suffer from colourblindness could not see the difference between attacks. 

One player even had to refund the game after 20 minutes.  Even though the game is all 

hand-drawn, there should be a post-production feature that adds a filter over the game 

screen so that this issue doesn’t occur.  The developers after the success of the game should 

have added this option.  Cuphead does not have a great UI for these colourblind players 

which is very unfortunate as the rest of the menu system and UI is fantastic. 

 

https://steamcommunity.com/app/268910/discussions/0/1519260397783215117/   

  

 
 

Bloodborne 

 



A great example of a UI that is a little more detailed than Cuphead but for good reason is 

Bloodborne’s UI. 

 

 
(Bloodborne | Game UI Database, 2021) 

 

The player has six statuses that can be added to, a player level, and a currency feature.  

These are all displayed well on the right of the screen.  On the left of the screen is the 

inventory followed by the description, showing seven items at a time.  Even though similar in 

theory to Oblivion’s linear list, the items are categorised into different tabs which can be 

scrolled through using the triggers on a controller.  This allows the linear list function to be 

successful as not everything is in one place, therefore there are rarely more than seven 

items in the inventory tabs at one time, especially with armour and weaponry.   

 

The UI design itself is also perfectly intertwined with the overarching aesthetic of the game 

which is very important to have a successful UX rating.  Bloodborne is a gothic game, 

therefore the menu systems, inventory and other UI attributes should be too, including the 

typography.   

 

 
(Bloodborne | Game UI Database, 2021) 

 



Bloodborne’s typography is fitting with the theme of the game.  The font used is Baskerville, 

a serif typeface that was first developed in the 1750s by John Baskerville (Benton, 2014).  It 

was a font used within popular books as it was believed they appeared high quality when 

this font was used, due to the mixture of thick and thin strokes (Benton, 2014).  The font is a 

perfect choice for the game due to its classic appearance.  This feature is something I will 

greatly consider and try to accomplish when developing my advanced HCI system. 

 

 
 

Bloodborne however does have some issues with the colour grading in the game.  This user 

in an online forum made a comment about how a lot of the enemies blend together with the 

environment. this is something I would not want within my game however I can understand 

why it would be tricky for developers to make the characters stand out at all times. The only 

solution I could think of would be a contrast slider which can be accessed in the pause menu, 

so that in certain areas that are a lot darker, the user can up the contrast without it being 

and issue in more well-lit areas of the game.  

 

Animal Crossing New Horizons 

 

(Wendt, 2022) 

 



Animal Crossing is a life simulator game that recently blew up once again.  You play as a 

character living on a vacant island full of interesting friendly animals.  It’s a great game for 

escapism and the UI is beautifully designed.  All of the fonts within Animal Crossing are Sans 

Serif and a very big size; which is great in terms of accessibility and ease.  The font also 

matches the cute aesthetic of the game style so it does not take away from the theme.  

Most of the UI design is very simple whilst still looking adorable to the user.  Nothing is hard 

to follow and the colours are vibrant and aesthetically pleasing. 

 

(Wendt, 2022) 

 

The menu systems are very easy to follow due to the largely recognisable infographics.  The 

contrast against the pale pastel backgrounds is a great design choice as it is very easily 

accessible. 

 

Breaking the game down into some deeper UI/UX analysis, there were a few UI design 

choices that some thought wasn’t wise and could be improved (Wendt, 2022).  For instance, 

only one item can be crafted at a time.  This wastes a lot of time in the game and pushes for 

a lot of button mashing. Instead, the UI designers should have added a quantity slider 

function inside the crafting screen, which could be changed with the analogue stick.  

 



 
 

(Wendt, 2022) 

 

In another case, if the player wants to change the texture of the ground, the individual 

quadrants have to be painted one by one.  This is quite impractical and also restricts the user 

in a way that they cannot play around with different ideas.  Instead, a solution would be an 

adjustable grid that could allow the player to choose the size of the floor and paint it all at 

once.  Pressing button A is functionless in the terraforming menu, therefore the UI designers 

could use this to activate the grid function. 

 

(Wendt, 2022) 

 

I conducted some research on the game and found a review for Animal Crossing written by 

Christy Smith (2020) who has albinism.  Her visual acuity ranges from 20/100 to 20/500 and 



she has no depth perception.  She stated that there were very few issues, but the issues that 

did arise were very frustrating.  Smith (2020) explains that the fishing mechanics use a very 

small bobber which is extremely hard to see especially at night time; this results in missing 

the cue to press the A button when the bobber dips below the surface of the water.  

Another issue she faced is on the player island, where they are supposed to dig is indicated 

on small spots of sand with an occasional small water burst.  This was extremely tricky for 

Smith (2020) as she could not see the small bursts of water and therefore not progress in the 

game.  Smith (2020) also explains there are some non-visual cues but ‘they could be so much 

better’ by giving some haptic feedback.  There were plenty of other minor issues Smith 

(2020) faced however she does recommend the game overall, saying that it is a ‘relaxing way 

to decompress’ but there is nothing extraordinary in terms of accessibility. 

 

(Smith, 2020) 

 

https://caniplaythat.com/2020/03/26/blind-low-vision-review-animal-crossing-new-

horizons/ 

 

Psychonauts 2 

https://caniplaythat.com/2020/03/26/blind-low-vision-review-animal-crossing-new-horizons/
https://caniplaythat.com/2020/03/26/blind-low-vision-review-animal-crossing-new-horizons/


(Bayliss, 2021) 

 

 

Psychonauts 2 developed using Unreal Engine is a platform game published by Xbox Game 

Studios.  The player follows Raz who is training to become a psychonaut, a covert group that 

use special psychic abilities to fight wrongdoer (Bayliss, 2021)s.  The mechanics involve using 

telekinesis, pyrokinesis as well as levitation to solve puzzles and progress throughout the 

game.   

 

The UI and UX in this game are fantastic. The environments are very well designed and the 

art style in this game is still extremely quirky whilst experimenting with realistic lighting and 

higher quality texture details (Bayliss, 2021).  The menu system uses a big thick sans serif 

font and contains a large assist menu.  The text language can be adjusted right away, as well 

as the sign UI being able to change the signs during gameplay.  There is also an option to 

make the subtitles bigger as well as change the font to a less stylised one, followed by a 

brightness slider.  These are all options I would want to include in my advanced HCI system. 

 



(Bayliss, 2021) 

 

The no fall damage option is also fantastic for those who have vision impairments, as this is 

something I have seen come up in accessibility reviews in other games for those with no 

depth perception.   

 

Ben Bayliss (2021) who is hard of hearing wrote an in-depth review on Psychonauts 2.  He 

heavily relies on subtitles in games and said he was happy with the overall presentation of 

the subtitles.  He commented on how the text is in front of a background box kept the text 

readable, as well as labelling the boxes with which characters are speaking.  However, there 

were a few issues with the subtitles. If there was a character speaking in a room far away, 

sometimes the subtitles would appear on the screen which was very confusing.  Bayliss 

(2021) also noted how there were in fact audio cues for some collectable items but they 

were not very loud and didn’t have any directional sound. 

 

When I design my system I intend to ensure none of these issues become a problem.  As I 

am using the same engine Psychonauts 2 used I will have to be very careful not to make the 

same mistakes. 

 

Advanced HCI Systems: 3D Interaction 

Not all HCI systems are two-dimensional.  There are many systems that use three-dimensional 

interaction.  To expand my knowledge on these three-dimensional systems, I conducted research 

into this field of HCI. 

3D Interaction: Video Games 



There has recently been a surge in the popularity of motion gaming HCI systems (Moses, 2022). 

These systems include the Nintendo Wii, Xbox Kinect, and Sony Move. Instead of using buttons and 

game controllers, all of these systems employ spatial navigation to let players interact with games 

using aiming, gestures, and, most crucially, human motions (Moses, 2022).  The Nintendo Wii and 

Sony Move each employ monitored handheld devices with buttons and analogue sticks, however, 

the Kinect uses a camera to track the user’s skeleton by creating digital points onto the human body 

in the system (Moses, 2022). 

Physical buttons as input devices are helpful for specific operations such as confirmation or selection 

buttons.  Some would say removing these make the game a lot more immersive (Moses, 2022).  I 

disagree as I find the buttons and controls on the VR controller very seamless, with no immersion 

lost.  The reason these HCI systems were developed is to give the audience a captivating experience, 

that may be increased by natural movements, rather than merely guiding the behaviours of a 

character, three-dimensional HCI systems are a wonderful match for the video game industry. 

 

(Moses, 

2022) 

 

 

 

(Bowman, 2022) 

 

3D Interaction: Interactive Video Walls 

The display size, quality, and usage have increased dramatically in recent years for interactive video 

walls (Bowman, 2022).  For example, some fast-food restaurants such as McDonald's and KFC now 

have these walls in place instead of ordering at a till.  Other examples of these display walls include 

shopping centre maps which can be found throughout these shopping centres to help customers 

look for specific shops (Bowman, 2022).  These walls are also found in cinemas which work as ticket 

kiosks to save space and cost for cinemas (Campos, 2022). 



 

(Campos, 2022) (MCO Graphic, 2022) 

 

A mouse and keyboard would be inappropriate for this HCI system due to the size of the displays, as 

well as the inefficiency of cleaning the mouse and keyboard, as well as replacing the components if 

they were broken by users.  This is why the 3D interaction is used, so the system is easy to use 

(Bowman, 2022). 

3D Interaction: Phone Applications 

Components called accelerometers, gyroscopes, and compasses in contemporary mobile phones 

allows phones to track their own rotation angle rather precisely.  Due to these phones being 

handheld the phones can track spatial input without needing external factors such as motion sensors 

or cameras (Bowman, 2022). 

An example of this interaction is when our phones and tablets can detect when they have been 

turned portrait and landscape.  The global positioning systems in our mobile phones can also be 

used to determine what stars and planets we are looking at by angling our phones to their 

orientation (Bowman, 2022).   

 

(123RF, 2022) 



AR is also becoming a lot more prominent within 3D interaction in mobile phones.  In smartphone 

AR, using the camera then projecting to the screen serves as a window from which the viewer may 

observe not only the actual environment but also computer-generated objects and data (Bowman, 

2022).  For example, there is an option to switch to an AR setting in the game Pokémon Go, so it 

appears as though you are capturing them in the real world (Bowman, 2022).  A great example of a 

constantly developing project is Project Glass by Google; these are glasses that have been produced 

to help their employees work faster and safer (3D User Interfaces, 2022).  The glasses have a 

camera, voice activation settings and a screen to produce the AR UI.  However, due to privacy 

concerns, these glasses were banned in some countries due to the camera which would record 

people without knowledge (3D User Interfaces, 2022). 

(Niantic, 2022)

(Honan, 2022) 

3D Interaction: Virtual Reality 

The differences between VR and AR are based on the equipment required and the interaction.  For 

example, AR revolves around the user's presence in the real world where as a VR user is being 

controlled in a system’s fictional reality. 

Virtual reality has use in leisure, notably video games, as well as in an educational setting, such as 

medical or military training, and business, like online meetings.  Presently, conventional virtual 

reality systems provide lifelike visuals, audio, and other experiences that approximate a player’s 

physicality in a virtual world using either the VR headset itself or multi-projected surroundings. A 

user who uses virtual reality technology may see around the simulated environment, maneuver 

around in it, and communicate with virtual elements or products. 



Contemporary virtual reality headset panels are built on smartphone technologies, such as 

gyroscopes and motion sensors to track the player's body as well as their movements.  The headset 

tracks the head, and the controller tracks the hand positions. HD stereoscopic screens are also used 

to reshape the digital images for the left and right eye. 

VR headsets can have three or six degrees of freedom (DoF), which means they may travel along 

three or six separate axes. Our elbow, for example, can only bend forwards and back. The bone itself 

is incapable of moving up down left and right, or tilting from horizontally. That spectrum implies that 

our knees flex in 1 DoF.  All things in a three - dimensional environment can travel in six ways: three 

directional axes and three rotating axes. Each of these axis represents a DoF, meaning our real world 

is a 6 DoF world. 

6 DoF Virtual reality headsets enables tracking of the headset's location as well as its angle. Mobility 

may be monitored along three axes: x, y, and z, as well as any relationship between the three axes 

indicating movement; this is referred to as a vector. If the user travelled backwards, external 

equipment will detect that the player had shifted along the x axis. 

3 DoF denotes rotation monitoring, as in looking around a virtual enviuronment but standing still. 

This implies that the three axes around where an item can be pivoted are monitored. 3 DoF is used 

in  smartphone VR headsets as well as portable VR headsets including the Oculus Go.  

 
 

(Smart VR Lab, 2022) 

 

My HCI Development 

 

For my HCI development I decided to develop a 3D menu in a virtual world. I also decided to push 

the HCI design in Module 14 prototype so I could include elements of this module in both modules. I 

did this because I was already developing a HCI so it made sense to combine the 2 projects. However 



I didn't think this was enough and I wanted to push my skills even further and create a 3D menu 

environment which I have never done before. I also dabbled into the are however I will discuss why I 

did not go further later in the development log. 

 

Within the menu system I wanted multiple small menus which were all linked together.  When the 

user clicked certain buttons I wanted a camera sequence to play which would travel to the next 

menu.  I began my designing a wireframe and drawing out sequence patterns. 

 

3D Menu System 

 

 

 
This is the small design I created to to get a bird's eye view of my map. I did this so I could see where 

the camera needed to travel to transition smoothly without travelling through walls. after I was 

happy with the shape I made a more detailed plan before I began my build.  

 



 
With a more developed insight into which menus were going to be placed where and how big I 

wanted each room, I could finally begin the build. 

 



 
I did however refer to a mood board I made which follows a naturistic theme and colour palette, 

including textures I would like to include in my build alongside the asset pack.  I did this so that I 

followed a consistent theme and didn’t stray from my idea of a naturistic, fantasy house. 

 



 

 
 



 
 

I placed a lot of the walls together and began creating the shape from my wireframe. I built small 

scenes using props and added a few point lights to bring the scene together.  Most of this process 

was drag and drop, remembering to get an idea of where my cameras would be placed as I went 

along.  I did however delete a lot of the internal walls as I was going to make them invisible when 

certain menus werent active, but I wasnt too sure how to do this. 

 



Resolution Room

Main Menu Room

Colourblind Filters Room



Information Room (Made dark so text is readable when the widget is placed in)

Anti Aliasing Room



View Distance Room



Birdseye View

 
 

I used the Alchemist’s House asset pack from the Epic Games Store as I felt this was the best 

atmosphere for a house. It comes with props and particle effect blueprints which is enough to build 

a scene.  For the outdoor portion of the house, I used the Advanced Village Pack as I have used this 

pack many times before and I think the scenery matches the aesthetic of the alchemist's house very 

well. 

 

To begin with the coding portion, I used the third person map and then deleted the player character 

and instead dragged in a network player start component.  I did this so that I did not have a third 

person character walking around it instead would be an invisible camera. 

 

I then created my new game class so that I could start from scratch.  From here I created a blueprint 

class actor and named it Menu 3D. I will come back to this actor later as it's where the code is going 

to be placed.   I then created A widget and called it my menu widget. I then went into the class 

settings and selected the generate abstract class button. I selected this button as this means I am 



not going to be using this widget in my 3D environment I will only be using children of this widget. 

This is because all my menu systems will look the same, and it saves me a lot of time as I don't have 

to repeat a lot of steps. 

 

 
Within this widget, I created an event dispatcher called transition to the linked menu. This will later 

be used in an array to call upon the correct menus I am transitioning to within the 3D world. I also 

created an integer variable and named it Menu Index which will be used to tell my game which 

menu to transition to later. 

 

 
 



After this, I created a new blank widget. I duplicated this 4 times as this is how many menus I wanted 

in my menu system. I then created one final widget called the button widget as this makes all my 

buttons look and act the same without having to code each individual button every time. To do this 

in the widget settings I added a button, text and a text variable and ensured that the variable was 

private, blueprint read-only and instance editable. This means I can edit the settings in the Details 

panel in the world.  I set my button text with a set text node and attached the text variable.  I then 

added an on hovered and on unhovered node and changed the colour of the button using the set 

background colour node. This is so when the button is hovered it is visible to the user.  I also made 

the buttons transparent when it is unhovered so that in the 3D world the user can see a 3D 

background.  Here is an example of the Anti-Aliasing menu and the transparency. 

 

 
 

 



 
 

Back in the Menu Blueprint widget, I added a transition to a custom event. I enabled collision so that 

the user can click on the buttons in the 3D world with their player controller.  I  also set the view 

target with the blend to the initial menu. I then set show mouse cursor and called the transition to a 

custom event, with my 3D menu actor selected. 

 

 
 

Now when I drag the Menu 3D actor into the world, it now appears as a menu instance. I can copy 

and paste as many of these as I like and then change the widget class to any widget I make.  I made 

sure the draw size was the same as the widget in the real world as it is in the widget editor as this 

could cause display issues.  I decided to use one of the scroll assets from the asset pack to be my 

background for all of my menus. 

 



 
 

To be able to transition to the correct menus I opened the Menu 3D widget and created an array 

using the blueprint menu actor. I named the array ‘Linked Menus’ and added multiple array 

elements to my main menu.  I did this with every menu added the number of linked menus, and 

ensured to choose the correct menu blueprint in the dropdown. 

 

 
 



In order for this to work, in the main menu widget, I added some on clicked events for each button. 

From here I can call my event dispatcher I made earlier ‘transition to the linked menu’. The linked 

menu corresponds with which menu I have linked inside my menu’s array in the details panel, 

ensuring to use correct naming conventions. 

 

 



 
 

Finally in the Menu Blueprint, I cast to the Menu Widget and bound my event to the menu 

transition. I added a custom event and named it transition between menus.  I then had to get my 

array and add a valid index node.  I connected this to a branch which would call my transition event.  

This is so my menus are able to call to each other on the buttons pressed and blend to each of the 



cameras smoothly. I also made sure to turn off the collision for the menus which aren’t selected to 

no buttons have collision problems between the cameras. 

 

 
 

Once the cameras were transitioning correctly to each according menu I then ensured all of the 

buttons for my resolution, view distance and anti aliasing were working using console command 

prompts.  The menus were also all labelled accordingly and placed into a folder so I could find them 

easily. 

 

 



 
 

Everything was working great so I decided to tackle the colour blind filter portion of this project. 

Before attaching any code to this project I needed to make sure the text was readable in this room.  

The book on the left is intended to show how to update the filter intensity so it is higher, and the 

book on the right to decrease it.  I made the text render and spotlight invisible until an overlap event 

occurred, exposing the text and lighting. As you can see in the below image, over the coloured jars 

the black text is barely readable.

 
 



 
 

Once I fixed the lighting in the area by moving the spotlight and adding more point lights in the 

corner of the room, I connected the code to be able to add the filters in the game.  Here is the final 

result of the colourblind room: 

 

 



 

 
 

 



 
 

I promoted the type, deficiency and severity to variables.  I made the severity a float node which 

varies between 0 and 1.  0 being no severity and 1 being the most severe.  I then added on keys 

pressed to add or remove 0.1 float value to the severity depending on which the corresponding key 

was pressed. 

 

For the filter itself, I added a multigate which would be cycled between by continuously pressing the 

‘c’ key.  This changes each filter between protanopia, deuteranopia and tritanopia.  When this was 

complete and worked well I then began creating the information widget about colourblindness in 

games. 

 

I then made my widget for the colourblind information section using two vertical borders. 

 



 
 

I did not have access to the dyslexia font as it is costly.  Therefore, I made the choice to use a bold, 

sans serif thick font with a stark black background.  I used the same font for my menu systems so the 

text was big and easily readable.  I decided to include this as I think it is important information to 

share, and I wanted it to be a part of my advanced HCI system. 

 

 

 
 



When the game is full screen the writing is very large and easy to read.  I asked for peer review from 

two dyslexic peers who said the text was ‘easy to read’ and ‘the contrast is great’.  This was great 

feedback to hear as I was worried the background would be too distracting or bright. 

 

As I don’t have access to haptic feedback when using a mouse, I instead added audio feedback.

 
 

In my button widget I added two different noises for when the button has been hovered over, and 

when the button has been clicked.  This is to notify users who are possibly hard of vision that they 

have chosen or are hovering over an input, as well as having a thick on hovered box around each 

box. 

 
 



 

I also added a sound cue with background music for the overall UX of the level, so it isn’t just nice 

visuals.  There is a royalty-free fantasy music playing which isn’t as loud as the button sound effects. 

 

Here are the final designs for the rooms with each menu: 



 
 

I also added a small effect to the candle in the main menu so that the user may light the candle by 

pressing ‘E’.  I did this bu using a small overlap event. 

 





 
 

Peer Review 

 

For my peer review, I asked five different students in the class what they thought of my 3D HCI 

demonstration.  Most of them came to the conclusion that they really enjoyed the environment 

design and the information section on colourblindness.  One peer said “I really enjoy how you used 

the coloured potion assets as a gauge for the filter strength.  Very clever idea.”  This is something I 

appreciated as I think it doesn’t have to be a boring colour slider in a 3D world, it could be made to 

look nice for the colour blind user, therefore increasing UX which is very important. 

 

One peer said, “Only criticism I have is that the options menu is a bit cluttered and with the menu 

being at the back I didn't realise it was there at first and I only saw the colour blind settings which 

were at the forefront!” I completely agree with this statement as if someone was slightly hard of 

viewing they may miss the background menu entirely.  Next time, and in all of my future 

development I will make sure not to overlap components and space all of the details out much as I 

did in the other rooms, where the scrolls were easily visible and not hidden behind particle effects. 

 

Another peer said, “If you could also include information on other developer problems with dyslexia 

or hard of hearing that’d also be really cool.”  Which is a comment I greatly am inspired to work 

towards, as if I had more time I definitely would’ve created more rooms in the house with different 

sections of information on other accessibility issues, as well as features to change.  In the future I will 



include a text size setting however I don’t know how to do that at this skill level. It it something I will 

work towards and try to figure out, as I believe it is greatly important for the future of accessible 

games. 

 

Module 17 HCI 

 

 
 

Taking all of my research into consideration I added a colourblind filter into my hack and slash 

prototype.  During this module I realised how important accessibility is and had to include these 

features in my game.  

 

 
 



 
 

I also made sure that all of the text was extremely large and readable in every setting, with more 

often than not a high opacity black rectangle behind the text so that it is easy to ready for those with 

accessibility needs.  I did this in the settings menu and the character skin selection menu. 

 

During my research for this module, I wanted to be able to change the HUD of my player’s health 

and energy so that my user could fully customise the colours to their needs.  This was a huge 

problem however and I could not find any help online, in books or from tutors to conduct this chain 

of events.  I instead made the UI really large and made the colours blue and red so they were very 

obvious to all users with vision deficiency or colour blindness.   I directly compared the HUD to the 

research I looked into on Fortnite’s HUD, which was way too small for Saylor (2020) who has 

albinism, and took him into consideration when determining the size of the HUD. 

 

I also added a lot of contrast to my environment so the enemies were not confused with the 

surroundings due to particle effects.  The enemy HUD is also clearly distinguishable from the player’s 

HUD and stands out from the background completely.  Next time however I think I would make the 

enemy HUD larger, or give the player the option to scale it.  Again, I couldn’t find any recourses on 

how to do this.  But, for my future development, it is something to greatly work towards. 

 



 
Here is another example of a large and bold text choice I added with great contrast for users who are 

hard of vision. I also used my skills from this module and implemented them to create a 3D setting 

menu. 

 

 
 

The hover effect was quite subtle in this menu system however I added sounds as auditory feedback 

for hovered buttons. 



 
Here is an example of the game with a colourblind filter on. The colours are even more contrasted 

and the whites are a lot lighter compared to the rest of the game, so that players can distinguish 

between the player, foliage, enemies and background even in a crowded environment. 

 

Another feature I would add to my advanced HCI system in this prototype is an option to lessen 

particle effects or remove them entirely for those with epilepsy or other conditions where flashing 

images can be harmful.  These particle effects aren’t too bad with my Aurora character, however in 

the Countess player character, her effects are quite harsh, large and bright red which can be sore on 

the eyes. 

 

VR HCI Attempt 

 



 



 
 

I wanted to possibly incorporate a VR feature in my Advanced HCI system.  Before doing this, 

however, I decided to practise on a blank map and make a mirror texture just so I could see my 

player character. 

 

I spent hours producing code and only got as far as the engine tracking my X, Y and Z axis in 3DoF.  

This took an extremely long time and it was extremely stressful trying to produce something I hadn’t 

before.  This HCI system idea was way too advanced for my current skill set and was way too overly 

complicated.  I was proud of being able to move in 3DoF though, from using a completely blank map.  

I added the skybox and character myself, following no VR templates or plugins. 

 

This is definitely a failed attempt as I really did give up, however, it is something to look forward to in 

the future if I have a lot more time and capacity to learn. 



 

Evaluation 

 

Overall I was extremely pleased with this 3D menu design.  I really enjoyed creating an environment 

specifically made for a menu system in a 3D environment.  I found it much more enjoyable than 

creating a 2D widget.  I believe the 3D menu system is a lot more attractive than a 2D one when 

using the unreal engine, due to the limits placed on the developer in a 2D setting.  The assets and 

transitions add a lot more to an HCI system and make it more advanced.  I also found it very 

interesting to be able to play with the colour blind filters and tackle an issue most games don’t 

include.  Setting up the camera transitions also add a certain edge to the design that I think is 

fantastic. 

 

Next time, I will ensure to try to stick to my Gantt chart.  I did have a lot of problems with time 

management due to unforeseen circumstances, however next time I will try to make up for lost time 

and set small goals for myself. 

 

A major problem I had was inspiration within this project, especially the theme, so next time I will 

make more moodboards for environment settings even though my theme is more 3D based, it is 

important to look into a wide variety of games but not in a lot of detail. 

I have learnt about how sought after UI and UX designers are and what their jobs entail, and feel 

more confident in this field entirely. I also feel as though I know where the future of Advanced HCI 

systems is leading.  The Dexmo Skeleton I found the most interesting and I’m excited to see where 

the future of that product will lead. 

I feel a lot more enlightened in the world of Advanced HCI and I feel as though I know a lot more 

about a lot of systems than I did going into this brief.  I thoroughly enjoyed looking into all the 

different systems and delving into how important HCI is in our society, especially HCI with 

accessibility options. 

I will also try VR again, however, to begin with I will most definitely start using the VR template, and 

not try and build a whole motion tracking system in Unreal Engine 4 from scratch.  Though, the way 

it was going it was indeed working, it just would’ve taken weeks upon weeks to produce a not so 

great result. 
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